Gran Reserva 904| 2009

Subtlety, elegance, finesse, delicacy. Silk.
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FOOD PAIRING

Main dishes, all kind of meats and stews. Chocolate desserts. Serving temperature: 17 °C
ANALYTICAL DATA

TASTING NOTES

Alcohol Content pH

Reduc. Sug.

13.5% 3.55

1.50 g/l

Outstandingly intense cherry-red; clean and bright. The nose reveals a bouquet of great aromatic complexity,
with balsamic notes of vanilla, toasted caramel, mint chocolate, tea leaves and cinnamon that gives way to
elegant notes of stewed fruits and prunes. Creamy, well-balanced mouthfeel, with a harmonious freshness and
smooth, well-tamed tannins that leave an elegant, complex finish.
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